
1998 Joe V 9 Joe V 14 Bob K 10 Joe V 700 Bob K 3  Joe V 17
2000 Joe V 11 Joe V 15 Joe V & Ed 9 Lynn 667 Joe V 1 Joe V 19
2001 Joe V 13 Jerry 23 Jerry & Lynn 12 Jerry 719 Bob S 3 Jerry 21
2002 Joe V 19 Joe V 28 Bob S 23 Joe V 700 Bob S 6 Bob S 30

The batting title is determined in the following manner.  This process was established unanimously by five old time

Legends.  First, a pool is created consisting of players who have at bats equal to or greater than 2X the number of

games the team played in the regular season schedule (forfeited games are not considered played games).  The 

three determining rules are as follows and they're in order.  Once a champion is determined, there is no

reason to go to the next rule.

1.  Of that pool, if the player with the highest batting average has at bats at least 2.5X the number of games in the  

          regular season, he is declared the batting champion.

2.  Of that pool, if there are at least five players with at least 2.5X at bats, the person the highest 2.5X batting average

          is declared the batting champion.

3.  Of that pool, if there are less than 5 players with 2.5X at bats, then the highest batting average of the entire pool is 

         declared the batting champion. 

Note:  In determining the 2.5X figure, it must be a whole number.  If it isn't, it is rounded up to the next whole number.

(Example: if the season had 15 games, the 2.5X figure would be 38 not 37.5)
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